Starting stats: Mental primary, Social secondary
(this is mostly to enable the teacher’s aid job ASAP but also increases your skill gains for training, both during class and also from getting tutored, also makes Mind Control more effective). You can raise all of these at the institute so this choice only matters at the beginning. Raising them above 2 gets expensive fast which is why you want Mental if you want the Teacher’s Aid job.

Perks: Sister, Well Endowed, Personality
(The well endowed perk you can start with is superior to the one you can get from polymorphism. The polymorphism version does not give you extra options during combat sex for example). The stat boosts don’t do anything that you couldn’t get by going to class a few times so there’s really no reason not to take both Sister and Well Endowed, you can’t get them later. Personality is a good choice for 3rd pick because you get extra favor when socializing at lunch.

Initial goal (Max out Enhanced Senses immediately and get grades to 100 before the end of the month)

you get 100 school influence for free every month that your grades are at 100, that's why you want to get them there before the end of the first month.
- study in your room on the first day twice (Globex isn't open)
- Monday go to school for 1 tutoring session and then skip the rest of the day so you can buy level 2 and 3 of Enhanced Senses at Globex (this raises your style which increases the amount of influence you get from jobs and gossip)
- Tuesday through Thursday pay for tutoring twice a day and study in your room at night, use your charm to get global influence from Mom and Sis whenever you can, money is secondary, pay for lunch so you have enough energy to study at night if needed (influence is the gossip option)
- Friday go to Persuasion class twice and have sis train you in Concentration (That's the small favor training option and you need 80 favor to do it. Concentration determines how much skill you gain from training, Persuasion determines how much of a bonus you get for training in a secondary skill)
- Shower in the morning even if you don't need the energy because you could catch sis in there, let her shower first and you get 10 favor with her for free (that will make training with her a lot easier)

(Your grades should be 93 at this point)

- Sat/Sun study in your room 3 times (3 for the whole weekend, not 3 each day) and siphon money/global influence from Mom/Sis
- Mon-Friday raise Persuasion to 2 by going to class, then work on raising everything else to 2.

(your grades should be 100 now)
- Train with Sis at night when you can to raise Concentration, you will need level 4 Concentration soon.
- Continue to study in your room 3 times on the weekend and that will maintain your grades at 100 forever whether you go to class or not
- Pick the socialize option for lunch at school unless you really need the extra energy (free favor with random girls and doesn't cost you money)
- Once any girl gets to 60 favor make sure to get her phone number (it's the small favor option)
- If you're not using the Get Lucky mod you may want to do a few tutoring sessions in week 2 just to make sure you get to 100 grades before the end of the week. With Get Lucky just going to class will guarantee it. (You need a critical success when you go to class for it to count as a study action).
- Don't forget to use your xray vision to gain energy from the girls. Initially you can also use it to gain willpower from any girl that you don't have the right flaws to find attractive (Mom, Sis, Allie, and Ms Larson at first). The energy gained increases for each matching flaw and also with lower inhibition. So since Sis has the most matching flaws she'll give you a ton of energy.
- Demerits for jerking off in public can end your game so if your willpower is getting down in the 20-30 range, jerk off in your room if you have no other way to raise willpower.
- You can start doing the neighborhood watch at this point, but if you catch the thief, just call it in. If you fight you will lose at this point. If you lose then you can't do anything but sleep all day every day til your health recovers.
- Also if you do the neighborhood watch, most of the time you will oversleep unless you're using Get Lucky which means your day starts at daytime instead of morning. The Kobayashi Maru setting in Get Lucky will guarantee that you never oversleep, otherwise the neighborhood watch probably isn't worth it yet. Get Lucky also guarantees that the thief is always female, otherwise it's a guy half the time.

**Warning about Tamara** When you decide to recruit her, do NOT have Freddy follow her. It leads to her being permanently unavailable to you. Just keep tutoring her until she joins you. You can have Freddy follow Derek, there are at least 2 ways to recruit him and you can't really mess it up. There are some caveats to this in the Final goal section below. I recommend just ignoring all 3 of them completely after tutoring them once each til you get to the Final Goal section.

**Next goal (Get Flight, unlock Public Ops, Natural Physical 2)**
- The reason you want Flight next is it raises your style by 3 which doubles your influence gain for everything and it's way cheaper than any other power. It's also the only combat power that matters. You also need it to reach many of the Public Ops. As an added bonus, resting, showering, etc gives you more energy at level 3 as well.
- First you want to complete all of the immediately achieveable school goals for the free influence.
- Get the janitor job (Logistics Division is only open during school hours and until you get flight, Mom has to drive you so she has to be home)
- Tutor Freddy, Derek, and Tamara once each
- Have Ms Larson convert your school influence to a letter of recommendation to The Institute
- Now use your charm to siphon influence from mom and sis and work the janitor job til you have enough Global influence to get another letter of recommendation to The Institute
- Now get level 1 resistance from The Institute which gives you another 100 Institute Influence for free (it's the Discipline Protocol option)
- Go buy Flight level 1-3 and use your free Institute influence to unlock Public Ops
- Unless you don't want to fight the thief that you can find in the Neighborhood watch, now is the time to detour a little bit to boost your Natural Physical to 2 at the Institute. That is the minimum you'll need to reliably beat the thief with flight. It's the H.I.T. program (middle option).
- The thief seems to have a random strength even though they always look the same. At Natural Physical 2 you should always be able to win against the toughest thief, but it'll be close sometimes. Save your energy til the end and then spam the flight attacks to finish her off when she gets to 20 health. You get $50 and a bit over 50 Global Influence for winning the fight so it's pretty good income. You can also use it to recharge your energy so you start the day full.
- If you don't know what all the different social options do wait til you get one of the girls to 80 favor and just try them all. I'm not going to explain each one.

Next goal (Teacher's Aid job)

- go to Research class til you raise it to 3 if it's not there yet
- Work the Janitor job and continue to siphon Global influence from Mom and Sis til you have enough for the letter of recommendation for the Logistics Division. This gives you a quest for a level 2 job.
- Scrounge up another 500 Global influence and get the Teacher's Aid job (Don't convert it first, it's better to just use Global Influence directly when you can).
- Check back with the Logistics Division periodically when you have a lot of Global or Logistics influence and upgrade your jobs (or get new ones). The Teacher's Aid job will give you free Logistics influence if you mind control her for it. Alternatively you can sex her up instead.
- You already have enough to upgrade the Teacher's Aid job once so do that right away.
- Gaining the extra rewards for the Teacher's Aid job requires Mind Control level 1 and a critical success when doing the job. Concentration makes this more likely and the Get Lucky mod guarantees it. She'll say something about telling Ms Larson what a good job you did. You'll see an option that says "I have a better idea". If you pick that it will mind control her. Then the next time you do the job you'll have options for extra rewards.
Next goal (Mind Control)
- you have officially reached the fun part
- work the Teacher's Aid job and do Public Ops til you have 200 Institute Influence
- buy resistance level 2
- Mind Control is expensive so save up enough School and/or Global Influence to get 2 letters of recommendation to Globex. (You need 100 Globex influence for each Mind Control discount and it also completes your letter of recommendation quest which gives a big favor boost with Ms Larson.)
- Mind Control level 1 hidden bonus: You only need to study in your room twice a week now to keep grades at 100 (You have 2 levels of Book Smarts now, but sometimes it doesn't show up in your stats).
- Focus all of your Initiative influence on raising your resistance level until you have enough for all of the powers (that's level 5 resistance). Once you finish reprogramming the girls you'll be raking in the money so you want your resistance to be high enough to buy the powers. Otherwise you're just sitting on money you can't use.

Easiest path to reprogram the girls

Step 1, make them all drones first
- It's going to take you several days to reprogram each girl
- Level 3 Mind Control is required for this and level 6 Concentration is highly recommended otherwise the first step takes 2 days per girl instead of 1 (you have a +3 bonus to Concentration by now from Enhanced Senses and Mind Control so this isn't as hard as it might sound). Training with Sis is the fastest way to boost your Concentration if it's lower than 6 but you could also go to Concentration class.
- Day 1, reduce her willpower to zero and then raise your control to 100 (at 3 Mind Control and 6 Concentration this takes 80 energy, if you have less it takes more than 100 energy). You do this with Break Will and Dominate. When you mouse over any of the options in Mind Control it will tell you how much control you have and what your max is.
- Day 2, make her a drone (no need to reduce willpower anymore and she should still have 100 control). This costs 80 control leaving 20 left. So it will take about 100/20=5 days for her to become a drone. You can add more control if you want it to happen faster. You use the Mindcraft option for this.
- My suggestion, just leave her at 20 and move on to the next girl, you have lots of girls to reprogram.
- Don't use any of her control to take her money or have sex or whatever until she actually becomes a drone
- Once she actually becomes a drone she gains 100 control every day

Step 2, make them all dress slutty
- They're all drones now so you don't have to spend any energy reducing willpower or building control first, just pick the option that looks like a bathing suit
- This makes them wear more revealing clothing and also reduces their inhibition by 1 every time you see them (down to about 40 eventually)

Step 3, make them all suppress self control

- Suppressing self control makes them gain control every day which is redundant with what drone does but we need that for the next steps
- Suppressing self control also makes them lose favor every day so you may have some favor issues for a little while
- They're still at 100 control so no need to reduce willpower or build control first

Step 4, make them all workers

- This is why you made them suppress self control first (making them workers costs 80 control so suppress self control builds that control back up so they convert faster)
- They're not drones anymore so until they actually become workers they're only gaining control from the suppress self control option
- don't bother reducing willpower or building control first, just wait til their control is 100 and then do it

Step 5, make them all sexbots

- same as above, just wait til their control is 100 and then make them a sexbot
- they no longer gain any control from drone or worker so now you need the control you get from suppress self control to take their money
- sexbot gives them 100 lust every day, $100 every week, and +1 corruption every day. Ms Larson gets $180 a week.
- So you're getting $980 a week from the girls now and the lust boost means you don't need to mind control them for sex anymore, they want it all the time now.

Step 6, change mom and sis from suppress self control to suppress family ties

- You need the flaw from Sympathetic Link for Sis and Allie so if you don't have it yet, go buy it (covered in the next section)
- Suppress Family Ties means that now mom and sis will have sex with you without mind control but you won't get control from suppress self control anymore, you'll have to raise it manually. It also boosts their willpower by an extra 20 per day so they'll almost always be at full willpower.
- Since you have to boost control manually now, make sure to boost it all the way to 100 when you do it so you don't have to keep spending a bunch of energy reducing their willpower all the time. Since they'll have sex without mind control now, just use the control to take their money, it'll last a lot longer that way.
- Suppress family ties also opens up extra sex options for the shower. Depending on inhibition and corruption both mom and sis will have some extra fun with you in the shower now. You can also have a LOT more fun with sis watching TV at night now.

- If you mind control someone for sex make sure to turn on Brainwipe first or
they'll remember it and get angry. If they get too angry they won't accept your phone messages anymore. You can reduce anger with Psycosism later but for now you don't want it too high. Your alignment will also drop if you don't turn Brainwipe on.

**Next goal (Sympathetic Link)**

- Sex with Sis and Allie both require the flaw from Sympathetic Link so that one is a no brainer, get Institute Influence to 300, buy Resistance level 3, buy Sympathetic Link
- Save all of your School Influence to relax the dress code twice, unlock the PDA options, and change to unisex bathrooms. This unlocks extra scenes at school and lets you do more with the girls without going to a private room first. The extra scenes are random and only trigger when going to class.
- You've probably been having trouble keeping your girls happy with you after suppressing their self control. We're going to fix that now (You want Sympathetic Link 3 first). Make a permanent Trust -> Trust link on everyone except Mom and Sis. This will counteract the favor drain from Suppress Self Control. (you have to make the temporary link first, then the option right below that will make it permanent, this costs a ton of energy unless their willpower is low, so reduce it to zero first). Now any time you do anything that boosts favor, you'll get about triple what you normally would. 1 text message a day is all you need now to maintain their favor.
- If you're not using suppress self control then instead of the Trust -> Trust link, do a Lust -> Confidence link which will reduce inhibition every time you raise their lust (this goes all the way to zero unlike the dress slutty Mind Control option so if you want to have them dress differently now is the time that you can change that). Go ahead and do that for Mom and Sis.
- You can still make temporary links for other things stacked on top of that as well like linking love to lust or something
- Sympathetic Link opens up the option to give a girl an unstable state (Nympho or Obsessive) which unlocks some extra sex scenes, but it's much easier to do after you've used Psycosism to give them a Psychotic Break so we're going to wait til we get that power to mess with those. If you want to do it now you can skip down to the next section and I'll list the requirements there.
- In addition to the extra sex scenes, Nympho and Obsessive have a nice bonus for Mom and Sis. They both override Family Ties. So if you make them Nympho or Obsessive then you don't need the Mind Control -> Suppress Family ties option anymore and can change that to something else.
- Obsessive scenes tend to focus on Billy getting interrupted when he's trying to sleep by the girl (and sometimes mom catching them)
- I'm not positive about this, but I believe some of the Obsessive scenes where mom catches you with one of the girls requires that you've unlocked mom's fetish first
- Nympho focuses more on interactions at school (not including mom and sis), some scenes involve more than 1 of the girls so when you try Nympho you may want to make everyone at the school a Nympho to make sure you can see the
scenes involving more than 1 girl. I'm not sure whether both girls have to be a Nympho for those scenes or whether you just need one of them.

**Next goal (Psychosism, Natural Physical 3, Natural Social 3)**

- You're making so much money from your sexbots now that you don't really need the Globex discount anymore so you may as well use your Global Influence to boost both Natural Physical and Natural Social to 3 (Social first). This will make fights and social interactions much easier.
- At that point I would start using Global Influence mostly to upgrade jobs at the Logistics Division, then you can use it for boosting stats at the Institute further.
- The level 1 fear aura (Dread) from Psychosism is basically an energy battery for you, it increases the fear of everyone you meet every day. It also reduces the willpower of anyone you meet if their willpower was already low. This is great for keeping willpower low when you're trying out Obsessive or Nympho.
- When you need energy you can use the level 3 Feast of Fears to reduce their fear and convert it into twice as much energy so this is the aura I have up most of the time. Like anger, if fear gets too high the girl won't accept your phone messages anymore.
- With all the energy you can get from Dread + Feast of Fears, now is a good time to switch anyone you want to make Obsessive or Nympho from Suppress Self Control to Suppress Willpower. Like the Dread aura this will reduce willpower every day so it makes it easy to keep a girl as a nympho or obsessive as long as you want without having to actually make it permanent.
- Lucid Dementia, another Psychosism level 1 power can be used to make someone have a dream which will raise their corruption while reducing their anger (this is how you get a girl to high corruption if you don't make them sexbots)

**How to get or change unstable states like Obsessive or Nympho:**

Here are the requirements for all 3 unstable mental states, they will show up in her stats as either a temporary unstable state (this can wear off), or a deep seated mental illness (this is permanent).

**Obsessive requirements**
- Without Psychotic Break: Willpower < 30, Love > 60, Anger > 60, Fear > 30
- With Psychotic Break: Willpower < 50, Love > 60

**Nympho requirements**
- Without Psychotic Break: Willpower < 30, Lust > 80, Inhibition < 60, Corruption > 30
- With Psychotic Break: Willpower < 50, Lust > 60, Corruption > 10

**Volatile requirements (you don't want this one)**
- Without Psychotic Break: Willpower = 0, Anger > 60, Fear > 60
- With Psychotic Break: Willpower < 50, Anger > 30, Fear > 30
- make sure her stats match whichever one you want and then hit her with Psychotic Break and either Love Overload (for Obsessive), or Lust Overload (for Nympho). This is not guaranteed even if you meet all of the requirements so you might have to do it more than once or wait a day or 2 while maintaining her stats at qualifying levels
- while it's still a temporary unstable state, if you let her willpower go up it will just wear off
- if you decide you like it you can make it permanent with the Insanity Aura and either Love Overload or Lust Overload
- Insanity has the somewhat annoying drawback of being able to randomly assign a girl to any of the 3 mental states even if their stats don't qualify for that state but it's also the only way to make it permanent. Insanity can also randomly make a permanent state temporary again.
- The easiest way to get a girl into a permanent state that you want is to adjust her stats to where she only qualifies for the 1 state you want and then put Insanity up and hit her with Love Overload or Lust Overload. This is not guaranteed so you may have to repeat this several times before it works.
- You can switch between Obsessive and Nympho as well by using Love Overload or Lust Overload
- To avoid randomly switching your girls to different states while you're trying to make things permanent it's better to put Dread up until you find the girl alone, then put Insanity up and hit her with Love or Lust Overload until she switches to the state you want and it becomes a deep seated mental illness. Then switch back to Dread again and repeat with all of the girls.
- If you decide you don't like either Obsessive or Nympho then you will want to use Mind Control Identity to reset them but this completely resets their stats including Inhibition and Corruption.

- If you want to have sex during combat with a female opponent you must get her willpower to zero and Waking Dream (Psychosism power) to make them crazed. Then you can unzip and have sex with her. Whoever "wins" the sex scene does 20 damage to the other person so you can win the fight with this if you reduced health to 20 or less first. Waking Dream is a strong willpower attack so you don't have to wait til willpower is zero before using it, you just need it low enough that it's zero after using Waking Dream.

**Final goal (Polymorphism, work on the NCHDL, and unlock fetishes)**

**Polymorphism**

- Polymorphism is tied with Mind Control for most expensive power but also raises style at level 3.
- If you want to see all content for Nikki and Sis you have to take both sex change perks and both monster cock perks. (which is only possible if you took the Well Endowed perk at character creation). If not, you can get the stat increase transformations instead. If you use the Radioactive mod you can get both levels of all the transformations (after 3 levels it starts getting really expensive).
- Polymorphism is not finished yet and seems to be a bit buggy still. Some of
the sex transformation scenes are crashing for me in the current version. Some work fine. So save your game before doing sex transformations with Nikki or Sis.

- Nikki is a lesbian so if you try any of the consensual sex options besides hug, she'll refuse you. If you mind control her she'll have sex with you just like any other girl. If you have the sex change transformation there will be extra consensual sex options where you turn into a woman and she won't reject you.
- For both Nikki and Sis, if you have both the sex transformation and monster cock transformations, there are some futanari scenes. For Sis, these scenes tie into her fetish.
- None of the sex change or monster cock transformations are required for the story so if you don't want gender bending scenes just take the stat increase transformations.
- For Nikki you'll only be able to have sex with her if you mind control her unless you take the sex transformation transformations or make her Bisexual instead of Lesbian. You can make her bisexual by either using Mind Control Recalibration or by making her Obsessive or Nympho.
- Sis will still have sex with you without the transformations. You just won't see some of the dress up/gender bending scenes. Many of the scenes involving Freddy following Tamara require some or all of these transformations (this also includes a lot of the Danni content). Some of them probably require having unlocked Sis's fetish as well.

NCHDL

- technically you don't need either Derek or Tamara for the defense league (you can have Ms Larson fill those 2 spots with people who don't do anything) but you miss out on a lot of scenes if you don't recruit them
- despite being told to tutor everyone once a week when you first bring the idea up to Ms Larson for the NCHDL, there's no requirement on how often to tutor them (in fact you don't ever have to if you don't want to).
- there's not much point to working on the defense league til you have upgraded your stats and gotten your powers because Tamara's scenes require a lot of money and higher stats reduce the grind needed to tutor her. Also you'll end up in combat which you don't want without decent stats and combat powers.
- waiting til you have all the powers opens up some extra scenes on the recruitment path (for instance MCing mom to masterbate after her jog and some transformation related stuff for Sis if you have Freddy follow Tamara). Save before trying this or you might permanently lose access to Tamara. You may be able to go part way or even all the way down that path without losing her if your stats and/or powers are developed enough. In all of my games so far it always leads to permanent loss of access to Tamara if I keep having Freddy follow her.
- You can recruit Derek either by having Ms Larson let him on the soccer team or by getting him a date with Sandra. I recommend the date with Sandra option since it has sex scenes. You get that by going to Stoicism class after Freddy finds Derek hanging out at the pool. If you want Sandra all to yourself then go with the soccer route.
- Recruiting Tamara requires tutoring her a bunch of times til her favor/love/lust bars fill up enough to trigger the next scene.
- The NCHDL missions have a random chance to happen when you go to class just like the random sex scenes between class.
- The Tamara shopping scenes have a progression to them, you can't do the last one immediately, you have to build up her lust/corruption/inhibition/etc with the first couple of options first.

- The girls who have a small favor option to ask personal questions have fetishes. Don't bother at low persuasion levels, you'll almost always fail. You have to succeed at this question multiple times and raise corruption to advance to the next stage. When it's far enough along you have to use the large favor option to do it. Higher corruption levels also make you more likely to pass the persuade check for this.
- Now that you have all the powers, play around with each option you haven't tried. I didn't cover them all, see what they do and then you'll know if you want to use it. Check out the Mind Control options again and see if there's something you want to change, maybe you've maxed out Concentration and want to change Sis's personality so she can train you in Leadership or something... There are a ton of options.
- There's not much use for money now other than to spend it on Tamara's shopping scenes so at this point you probably want to change everyone from a Sexbot to a Personal Assistant. This can be upgraded to Chauffeur or Professional Ally and combines all of the other assistant type settings like Library, Workout, and Joyride. This unlocks extra sex scenes for training with the girls, having mom or Ms Larson drive you somewhere, etc. You can use the Psycosism dream, Lucid Dementia to keep raising everyone's corruption but sexbot should have given you a nice boost to start with.
- At this point the game is all about just playing around with the girls stats and mental states to see which sex scenes you can unlock. This will mostly depend on Inhibition, Corruption, The Personal Assistant Mind control option, and Obsessive or Nympho. Sexbot has some extra scenes as well so you may also want to play through leaving everyone as a sexbot for longer so you can make sure you have seen all of those scenes. There may be scenes that require high anger/fear/suspicion as well. There also scenes for negative interactions that I didn't really cover at all so play around with them.

**Optimizing stats**

You're generally going to want each girl at or near 0 Inhibition and 100 Corruption to see the best scenes. You're probably also going to want everyone to either be a Sexbot or a Personal Assistant. Personal Assistant is better when you're focusing on training your stats up, Sexbot is better when you're not. There are also some specific Mind Control options that are only relevant for certain girls that you will probably want to set up.
- If you have a girl who has gained Anger, Fear, or Suspicion and want to reduce it, there are 2 negative social interactions (apologize, and calm) that will reduce those. The Lucid Dementia and Feast of Fears Psychosis powers will also reduce Anger and Fear, but not Suspicion.
- Negative Interactions also have several options that reduce love if you're trying to tweak their stats temporarily so that they only qualify for Nympho, if you're trying to reduce Lust so it's easier to get Obsessive just have sex with them and that will reduce it.
- Maxing out Corruption quickly is easiest if you use Mind Control -> Suppress Restraint. This will also max out Inhibition, but it's a lot easier to reduce Inhibition than it is to raise Corruption. So max out Corruption first.
- Once Corruption is maxed, then change Mind Control -> Suppress Restraint to something else and use the Mind Control -> Dress Slutty + Sympathetic Link Trust/Love/Lust - Confidence link to reduce Inhibition to zero. Dress Slutty has a lower bound of about 40. Confidence Link goes to zero.
- For Mom and Sis if you don't make them Obsessive or Nympho, you're going to want to Mind Control -> Suppress Family Ties. If you make them Obsessive or Nympho, both of those already include that effect so you can change Suppress Family Ties to something else if you want.
- For Nikki, she is a Lesbian so if you're not using sex transformations to get Lesbian or Futa scenes you're going to want to either use Mind Control -> Recalibration - Gender Attraction to make her Bisexual or make her Obsessive or Nympho which already includes that effect.
- Some of the scenes require unlocking the girl's fetishes so if you're at the point where you're trying to optimize stats, make sure to check each girl who has the option to ask a personal question and go fully down both the small and large favor options for asking them personal questions to unlock their fetishes. This will take several attempts and you will fail them frequently so it will take awhile. High Corruption will help with this.
- One potential downside of raising Corruption is that high Corruption will turn each girl into a whore who will have sex with anyone and everyone. If you want the girls to yourself and don't want to see them getting gangbanged, etc then you will want to use Mind Control -> Suppression Wild Oats. That will eliminate a lot of the sex scenes that you would normally see at high Corruption but you'll basically have them to yourself then.
- Making Mom Obsessive opens up an easy way to reduce Inhibition for Sophie on Saturday and Wednesday nights if Mom comes home drunk with her. Sophie has extra scenes if you get her Inhibition low enough and her Corruption high enough. Letting her use your bed will eventually lead to her having sex with you which raises her Corruption.

Some more hints for later as well:

- The conversion ratio for converting Global Influence to any other influence type sucks so if you can buy something directly with Global Influence, it's always better to do that than to convert first. Some things require specific types of influence though.
- Many of the interactions and powers have an effect that is a multiple of your Natural Physical, Natural Social, or Natural Mental stats so after you get all your powers you want to raise all of these as high as possible. It gets very expensive fast.
- Raising your other stats have similar effects but I would wait to really pump those up until after you make everyone a personal assistant so you can get the extra sex scenes. Also going to class to raise them after you have all your powers and have reduced inhibition and increased corruption for the girls means you'll get lots of extra sex scenes instead of just going to class.
- There is a chance to catch Mom coming home drunk on Wednesday and Saturday night. If you use Get Lucky it's guaranteed. If you get the scene with Sofia, you can reduce your alignment by jerking off to her. This unlocks extra scenes with both her and Mom when your alignment gets low enough. I would suggest letting her use your bed first though which raises your alignment. The reason is that once you go down that path far enough you can have sex with her and raise her corruption and lower her inhibition. You can lower your alignment later if you want. If you catch Mom drunk texting you can have some fun with her when she's passed out if your alignment is low and you have mind control. The low alignment scenes do progress faster though so feel free to do that first if you want. Those night time scenes are the only time you can affect Sophie's stats.
- There are some mischief actions you can take at school if you have low alignment but it's pretty limited currently (only Nikki, Sandra, and Denise). You'll see the mischief option when you go to class if your alignment is low enough.
- You can change your alignment up or down by getting the maintenance worker job. If you let the locker fall on the guy you lose alignment. If you stop it you gain alignment. There are other ways but that's the easiest way to do both. (The Radioactive mod also has options that unlock good, evil, or both alignment options regardless what your actual alignment is).
- Inhibition generally determines how much (or little) the girls wear and how often random scenes happen so you generally want this as low as possible (You can still pick the MC option for Formal or Wild clothing if you want to keep their inhibition low for RNG purposes while dressing less like a slut).
- Corruption generally determines how wild and slutty the girl actually is rather than how she dresses. You'll find girls with 100 corruption giving free blowjobs in the bathroom, getting gangbanged, etc. They'll also have nastier scenes with you. If you want the nastier scenes with you but not the gangbang scenes, etc then you probably want to give them the Mind Control -> Wild Oats option so they only have eyes for you but can still be a sex maniac. Some scenes will not happen if you do this though.